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Scott, Freedman, and Diaconis derived expressions for optimal interval widths in 
fixed-interval univariate histograms and Terre11 and Scott obtained corresponding 
results for variable-interval univariate histograms. The present paper considers the 
more general problem of optimal fixed and variable cell dimensions in several 
varieties of bivariate histograms. Optimal cell dimensions are derived, theoretically 
optimal histograms are constructed, and simulation studies are performed. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of the present paper to address the question of optimal 
parameter choice for the minimization of error in a class of histogram 
estimators of bivariate probability density functions. An optimization of the 
equal-interval historgram as a univariate probability density estimator was 
provided by Scott [ 1 ] and Freedman and Diaconis [2], and the possibility 
of improvement through interval variability was explored by Terre11 and 
Scott [3]. Nezames [4] studied the bivariate rectangular histogram with 
equal bin dimensions. Scott [5] investigated nonrectangular bins and 
found little advantage over rectangular bins with edges parallel to the coor- 
dinate axes. There are a number of possibilities for allowing the bin dimen- 
sions to vary in order to adapt to the local properties of the densities. We 
have explored those many possibilities, investigating their asymptotic error 
rates and establishing the improvements which adaptation makes possible. 
Histograms are by far the oldest and most familiar of nonparametric 
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density estimates. Despite the availability in recent years of more 
sophisticated techniques, histograms continue to be far more widely used in 
practice than all other methods combined. This popularity in itself would 
justify our interest in their optimality properties. However, there are 
theoretical reasons for this interest as well. There is a hierarchy of density 
estimators which includes the histogram, frequency polygon [6], kernel 
[7], fourier integral estimator [8], and parametric estimators. We find 
faster rates of convergence as we go up the hierarchy, but at the same time, 
increasingly stringent smoothness requirements in order to achieve that 
rate. For example, the theory of histograms requires roughly that 1 (f’)* be 
reasonable, while frequency polygons require the same of j (f”)2. Further, 
as we go up the hierarchy, the estimates become increasingly sensitive to 
calibration errors in the smoothing parameters [ 11. Thus, histograms are 
a model for resistant density estimation. 
In this paper we consider only bivariate histograms. Those of higher 
dimension are difficult to represent graphically [9]. Furthermore, most of 
the characteristic difficulties already appear in two variables. We assume 
that the true density is known; the problem of purely data-driven calibra- 
tion is not addressed here. 
2. THE UNIVARIATE CASE 
Let us first consider histogram estimators of univariate probability den- 
sity functions. We begin with a random sample of size n from a population 
whose underlying density isf(x). Let v(x) be the number of sample points 
having values less than or equal to X. Then a natural approximation to the 
cumulative distribution function F is 
Pn = v(x)/n. 
Similarly, a natural approximation to the probability density function f is 
fk= {v(xk)-v(xk-I))/(n(xk-xk--l)}, 
where the xR are points defined by a mesh on the real line and where vk = 
v(xk) - v(xk- r) is the number of sample points falling in the kth interval 
(xk- i, xk]. A histogram estimate iS a Step functions Of height j;, along 
each such interval. 
The problem of optimal interval length for univariate histograms whose 
interval lengths remain constant throughout the domain of support was 
addressed by [l]. The integrated mean squared error was used there as a 
global measure of error. 
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The mean squared error (MSE) of f(x) is defined as 
MWf(x)) =EL-~f~xkf(~)121 
=E(CfC+Etf’~~)~12)+ CEffb)) -fW2 
= var{f(x)} + Bias2{f(x)} 
so that the integrated mean squared error (IMSE) becomes 
IMSE{fb) > = j_s, var{j(x)} dx + Jrn Bias2{f(x)) dx. -co 
Let f’(x) be square Riemann integrable, with f/(x,) #O, and defined 
over the entire real line. Let h be the length of each interval and let n be 
the sample size so that h(n) + 0 as n + co and n/r(n) + co as n + co; then 
the asymptotically optimal fixed interval length can be shown to be [ 1 ] 
h* = [6/n j- 
-cc 
{f’(x)>’ dx]“‘. 
When the optimal constant interval length h* is used, the following 
minimal integrated mean squared error is obtained: 
3 
IMSE* = _ (j - l/3,, - 213 
2 [ Jrn crv~i2]1’3. --m 
The problem of optimality in different regions of the domain of support 
remains, however. 
Terre11 and Scott [3] and Kogure [lo] addressed this issue for proba- 
bility densities of one random variable. If the interval lengths are allowed 
to vary, that is, if h becomes a function of x, then the asymptotically 
optimal interval length at one point becomes 
h*(xn) = C6f(x,)ln(f’(x,))21”3, 
and the corresponding integrated mean squared error becomes 
IMSE*=+113n-213jw {f(~)f’(x)}“~dx. 
-co 
Comparison of the minimum obtainable integrated mean squared error for 
the fixed and variable interval cases demonstrates that the minimal 
integrated mean squared error for the fixed interval case is always greater 
than or equal to that for the variable interval case. If f(x) is the normal 
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distribution with mean equal to zero and variance equal to one, 
h N 3.491~“~ for the fixed interval case and h rr. 2.469 1.~1 -‘I3 c”% If3 for 
the variable interval case. 
3. HIST~CRAM ESTIMATORS OF BIVARIATE DENSITIES 
In our discussion of the one-dimensional case of histogram estimation it 
was apparent that there were only two possible types of mesh from which 
a histogram might be constructed: h could remain constant throughout the 
domain of support or could vary according to some criterion of optimality. 
However, when the concept of histogram estimation is extended to two 
dimensions, the number of possible grid types becomes infinite: the plane 
may be partitioned into sets of any shape as long as the sets are mutually 
exclusive and the subdivision is exhaustive. The simplest such would be a 
rectangular mesh with edges parallel to the coordinate axes. Scott [S] 
examined a number of other mesh types, some having triangular and other 
hexagonal shapes, but found that hexagons resulted in only slightly 
improved estimates at a cost of some difficulty in implementation and that 
regular triangles, which were also difficult to implement, resulted in worse 
estimates than did the rectangles. In view of the above, the mesh types in 
the present paper have been confined to rectangular grids having cell sides 
of variable length and width parallel to the coordinate axes. Note that the 
coordinate axes may be rotated before the procedures suggested below are 
applied. The best orientation would minimize our expression for optimal 
IMSE: the problem of finding that orientation will not be addressed here. 
Let X=(x,, x2) be a bivariate random variable with joint probability 
density function f(xi, x1). If the domain of support is subdivided into 
rectangles of the form (x,~, xii + hi] x (xZj, x2j + A,], where h, >O and 
hZ > 0 are the lengths of the sides, a histogram estimator offfx,, x2) at the 
point (xi, x2) may be defined in analogy with the univariate case as: 
AXI> ~2)=v&% x,)hh~, for Xi E (X,i, XI, + h,l, X2 E (X2j, x2j + h2] 
where vii(xl, x2) is the number of sample points falling in the rectangle and 
where hi and h, may be constant, functions of xii or xZj alone, or functions 
of both xii and xy. The integrated mean squared error is defined as before 
and, in the bivariate case, becomes asymptotically: 
IMSE= j- jrn [(f(x,, x&‘nh,h,) + (12))‘h:(~flax,)’ 
-cc --a3 
+ (12))’ h;@f/~?x,)~] dx, dx,. (1) 
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See Appendix and [3]. If we treat hi and hz as if they were continuously 
varying functions in xi and x2 and take the derivative with respect to hi 
in the arbitrary bivariate direction qX1 and the derivative with respect to hz 
in the arbitrary bivariate direction ylX2 and set the expressions equal to zero, 
we obtain the following conditions for i, j = 1, 2; i # j: 
02 03 
s s ql-,, { ( -j-/nhfhj) + 6-‘hj(8f-/~xi)*) dx, dx, = 0. (2) -02 -cc 
If we solve the above equations simultaneously for h, and h2 and choose 
the rectangular dimensions accordingly, we will obtain the minimum 
integrated mean squared error. Different solutions to the above equations 
are obtained depending upon whether hi and h2 are constant, functions of 
only one variable or functions of both variables, each case reflecting a 
different type of mesh. 
3.1. Minimally Restricted “Free” Mesh 
If h, and h2 are functions of both xi and x2, we obtain a subdivision of 
the domain of support by rectangles of arbitrary dimensions. See Fig. la. 
Unfortunately, these will not necessarily be either mutually exclusive or 
exhaustive if we try to specify the optimal width and height in each region 
of the plane. Such a scheme is clearly not implementable but is rather of 
theoretical interest, because it provides a lower bound for the integrated 
mean squared error for all possible rectangular meshes whose cell sides are 
parallel to the coordinate axes. Since qX, and ylX2 are arbitrary functions of 
x1 and x2, Eq. (2) hold if and only if, for i, j = 1, 2; i # j: 
.f(Xl, x2)lnhf(Xl, x~Jhj(x13 XZ)=~~‘~~(XIY X~)(af/aXi)*. 
The solution to these equations is easily obtained for i, j = 1, 2; i # j, 
hi(xl, x2)= {f$-( Xl, X2) I~f/~Xjl}1'41{n l~f/dxj131L'4 
which yield an optimal integrated mean squared error 
IMSE*=2.6-“*n-‘“jm [a {f(x,, x2))“* 
-m --m 
x I8f/dx,l I$~/c~x,I}“~ dxl dx2. 
3.2. Fixed-Dimension “Regular” Mesh 
If hl and h2 remain constant throughout the domain of support, we 
obtain a subdivision which is mutually exclusive, exhaustive, and easily 
implementable. See Fig. lb. The histogram estimator produced by this 
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FIG. 1. (a) Free mesh; (b) regular mesh; (c) grid mesh; (d) semigrid mesh 
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scheme, however, is less efficient relative to that produced by the minimally 
restricted mesh than others which will be proposed later. When hi and h, 
are both constant, Eq. (2) become, for i, j= 1, 2; i#j, 
l/nhfhj = 6C’hj jrn SW 18f/axi12 dx, dx, 
-cc --a) 
with solution for i, j = 1, 2; i # j: 
Substitution of these values into (1) yields the minimal integrated mean 
squared error for this mesh type: 
114 
IMSE* = 2. 6-i/2n-‘/2 (afla-0 dx, dx, 
X (af/ax2)2dx, dx2 
As will be demonstrated in later sections, more efficient yet easily 
implementable mesh types may be designed. 
3.3. Semi-Fixed-Dimension “Semiregular” Mesh 
If h, is a function of xi, and h, remains constant throughout the domain 
of support off, we obtain a partition in which, for example, the cell widths 
remain constant while the lengths vary in order to accommodate changes 
in the form of the probability density function in different regions of its 
domain of support. This scheme produces a histogram estimator which is 
more efficient than the fixed-dimension mesh, with 
1’4 (af/ax2y dx, dx, 
113 
I 1 
314 
(af/ax1)2dx2 dx, . 
A similar semi-fixed-dimension mesh may be obtained if h, remains 
constant and h, becomes a function of x2. The expression for hl, h2(x2), 
and the integrated mean squared error are identical to those above except 
that afpx, and aslax,, dx, and dx2 are exchanged throughout. 
683/31/l-7 
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3.4. Variable-Dimension “Grid” Mesh I: h,(x, ), h2(x2) 
If h, is a function of x1 and hZ is a function of xz, we obtain a mesh 
which is adaptable in both dimensions to the form of the density function 
and which is almost as easily implemented as the fixed-dimension mesh. In 
several respects this type of mesh is optimal, since it combines both adap- 
tability and ease of implementation. See Fig. lc. Marginal histograms as 
well as histograms along any strip in either direction may easily be 
obtained. Although each such ,,conditional” histogram is not itself optimal, 
the set of all such histograms so constructed is optimal on the average. 
Difficulties arise, however, when an attempt is made to solve the equations 
deriving from (2) under the above restrictions on h, and h,: 
{ llnhf(xi) > jl, f( ~1, xz)/hj(xj) d.Xl =6-‘hi(xi) /m (af/dx;).2 dxj. 
-m 
Iff(x, , x2) can be written as the product of two functions, each of which 
is a function of only one variable, i.e., if f(x,, x,)=r(xl) s(xz), then 
analytic solutions of the form 
cc 
LJ (s 
213 
h,(x,) = 61/4n-1’4. Cc f( xl, ~2) dx, -m -ce 
OD X 
(s 
(af/dxi)2 dx, 
-m 
,}“‘dx~]3fs{~~mf(x~~x~)dx~}1’3 
m 
[J u 
m f( 
213 
X ~1, ~2) dxj 
-m -co 1 
m X (af/iTxi)2 dx. 
-02 
,}‘;’ dxi]-“* { J”Im (df/CYXi)2 dXj}-‘ll 
may be obtained, yielding an optimal integrated mean squared error: 
2’3 IMSE* = 2. 6-‘/2np’/2 f(x,, x,)dxl 
113 
I 1 
314 
X OcI (8f/kYx,)‘dx, dx, 
-‘x 
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In the general case when f(x,, x2) is not separable, a numerical rather 
than an analytic solution was found and will be treated in a later paper. 
3.5. Variable-Dimension “Semigrid” Mesh II: h,(x,), hz(xl, x2) 
If h1 is a function of x1 and h, is a function of both x1 and x2, we obtain 
a mesh which performs better in terms of the integrated mean squared 
error than the variable-dimensioned mesh described in Section 3.4 but at a 
cost of considerable difficulties in implementation. See Fig. Id. An analytic 
solution to the equations deriving from (2) under the present restrictions is, 
however, readily obtainable as 
h,(xl) = 6”4n-“4 ym if(x,> x2)(af/W)“’ dx2/je 
-co 
Vf/W2 dx2]3’8 
and 
h2(x,, x2) = 6”4n-1’4{f(~1, x~)}“~ (@-/ax,)-“’ 
with 
3/4 
XI, ~~)(af/ax~)j” dx, 1 dx,. 
Since for each of the mesh types above we are minimizing the integrated 
mean squared error under increasingly tight constraints, it may be shown 
that the minimum integrated mean squared error becomes larges as more 
constraints are placed upon the mesh, in particular: 
IMSE(free) < IMSE(semigrid) < IMSE(grid) 
< IMSE(semiregular) G IMSE(regular). 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Theoretically optimal histograms were constructed on the basis of the 
above formulations for a variety of probability density functions. Simula- 
tions were performed in which an optimal mesh was constructed for a 
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given density function and sample size. The empirical integrated mean 
squared error 
“‘2 IMSE, = c 2 J.Y, + k, J:,;, + hl, 
jfblrr XZi) -.0x,, -#3 
j=l r=l Q 
where n,, is the number of interval boundaries in the x,-direction and rzx2 
is the number of interval boundaries in the x-,-direction, was calculated for 
each sample and for each mesh type. 
The improvements in integrated mean squared error made possible by 
the best variable-dimension mesh over the fixed varied from approximately 
12 to 91% depending on the form of the underlying distribution. 
a 
b 
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FIG. 2. (a) Regular histogram for elliptical normal with parameters p, = 1, pi = 0.8, 
nij = 0, cij = 1.0; sample size = 2000, IMSE = 7.837. (b) Semiregular histogram, IMSE = 7.811 
(0.33 % improvement over regular histogram). (c) Grid histogram, IMSE = 7.790 (0.60% 
improvement over regular histogram). (d) Semigrid histogram, IMSE = 7.023 (11.59 % 
improvement over regular histogram). 
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FIG. 2-Continued 
Many cases may be constructed from a mixture of bivariate normal 
densities. Histograms constructed for the normal density 
f(x,, XJ = i o.5pi(n~lio2i Jlyf-’ 
i= 1 ( 
x exp 
I 
-0.5(1 -pf)-1 i(y)-(y)i’l) 
where pz = 1 -pl and having parameters p1 = 1, pi= 0.8, pLii = 0, (TV = 1, for 
i, j= 1, 2, are shown in Fig. 2a through 2d. The least improvements (e.g., 
a 
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b 
:IG. 3. (a) Regular histogram for mixed normal with parameters p, ~0.5, p, =O, 
= -1.5, pzl =O, p,, = 1.5, pz2 =O, uii = 1.0; sample size = 2000, IMSE = 2.355. 
Semiregular histogram, IMSE = 2.090 (12.68 % improvement over regular histogram). 
Grid histogram, IMSE = 1.915 (22.98 % improvement over regular histogram). 
Semigrid histogram, IMSE = 1.802 (30.69 % improvement over regular histogram). 
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FIG. 3-Continued 
11.59% for the semigrid histogram shown in Fig. 2) were obtained for 
elliptical normal densities whose major axes were nearly 45” from the coor- 
dinate axis. As mentioned earlier, adaption may be made in advance by 
rotation of the coordinate axes. Since adaptation must be parallel to the 
axes, decreasing cell size becomes the primary mode of improvement for 
these distributions. The effect of mesh type is substantially diminished as 
may be seen from the relatively small differences in integrated mean 
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squared errors. Rotating the axes so that the major axis of the distribution 
is parallel to the coordinate axes alleviates this difficulty. 
Moderate improvements in approximation (10 to 40%) were obtained 
for the Dirichlet, unimodal normal, and mixed normal densities. 
Histograms constructed for the mixed normal having parameters p, = 0.5, 
pi = 0, pl1 = - 1.5, ,LL,, = 0, pi2 = 1.5, pz2 = 0, db = 1 are shown in Fig. 3a 
through 3d. A 90” rotation produces the same IMSE. 
The most striking improvements in approximation (e.g., 90.95% for the 
semigrid over the regular in the following example) were obtained for 
mixed normal densities whose variances differed widely. The integrated 
mean squared errors for the mixed normal with parameters pi = 0.5, pi = 0, 
p11= - 1.5, P21 = 0, p12 = 1.5, p2* = 0, cl1 = czl = 0.2, cri2 = 022 = 3.0, where 
43.05 for the regular, 30.12 for the semiregular, 25.42 for the grid, and 22.54 
for the semigrid. The lower bound was 19.90 for this density. 
Simulations resulted in smaller integrated mean squared errors than 
those predicted by the theory in Section 3. For example, the averaging of 
100 simulations of the standard normal produced an empirical integrated 
mean squared error of 3.179 for the regular mesh, 2.992 for the semiregular, 
and 2.807 for the grid. The corresponding expected values were 3.643, 
3.336, and 3.054. This discrepancy was found to be due to the higher order 
terms which do not appear in the asymptotic definition of error in Eq. (1). 
Similar discrepancies were reported for the univariate case [ 11. 
APPENDIX 
THEOREM (The integrated mean squared error for the bivariate 
histogram). Let X= (x,, x2) be a bivariate random variable with joint 
probability density function f (x1, x2), the squares of whose partial derivitives 
are Riemann integrable; then the integrated mean squared error of fix,, x2) 
is given by 
IMSE=s”_ ja CIf( x1, x2Ynhlh2) +(12-l) h?(~f/~xl)2 -cm 
+(12-i) h;(af/ax2)2] dxl dx,. 
Proof: If the domain of support is subdivided into rectangles of the 
form (xii, Xii + h,] X (X,i, X2i + h,], where h, > 0 and h, > 0 are the lengths 
of the sides, a histogram estimator of f(x, , x2) at the point (xi, x2) may be 
defined in analogy with the univariate case as 
~(x1,x2)=v(xI,x2)/nh,h2 for XI E (Xii, Xii + h,l, ~2 E (X,i, x2i + h21, 
where v(x,, x2) is the number of sample points falling in the rectangle and 
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where h, and h2 may be constant, functions of xii or xzi alone, or functions 
of both xii and xzi. The integrated mean squared error is defined as before 
and in the bivariate case becomes: 
cc cc 
= 
J J 
WarOh x2)) 
--m -cc 
+ Bias2{f(xl, x2)}] dx, dx2. 
v(xr, x2) has a binomial (n, p) distribution with p the probability that a 
sample point (x1, x2) lies int he above rectangle centered at (xii + h,/2, 
X2i +&/2), SO that P=~~~:+h2 J::,‘+hlf(~,, x2) dx, dx2, where x, E 
(xii, xii + h,] and x2 E (xzi, x2i + h2]. The variance ofnx,, x2) is 
Var{f(x,, x2)) - Var{v(x,, x2Wlh2j 
= (l/n2hfh:) Var{v(x,, x2)} 
= (n/n*h;h;) p( 1 - p) 
=(l/nh:h;)/;z;+hz [~;+fi’f(xI,x2)dxIdx2 
-Wh:h:) j-zc”’ 
I J 
:;+h’f(xl, x,)dx, dx,] 
=(llnh:h:)J~+h2~~~+h’f(x,,x2)dxldx2 
- (h,h,lnh:h:) f%J, 
where tv = (tip lj), and Si E (xii, ~1~ + hr], tj E B(xZi, X2i + hz], SO that 
Co co 
I J Var{fh p x2)) dxl dx2 -co --oo 
=(l/nh:h;) f f Jz+m J~;+“j-(xI,x2)dxidx2-hIh2 
j=-m is-02 
-(W,M 5 f f2(5,)W2 
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= (l/nh,h,) j’/’ j-x ,f(.u,, x2) dx, d.xz 
~ ,x -- XL 
The bias may be written as 
Bias{.h,, x2)} =E{.f(x,, x2)-.ff(x,, x2)) 
= Jqvb,, x2)lnh,h2) -ml? x2) 
Rx,, ~2) dx, dx, -AxI> ~2) 
- {fCx13 x2)-f(x*iv x2i)> 1 
and 
Bias2{f(x,, x2)} = (l/hfhz) 
2 
X {~(XI 3 X2) -.f(X,i, X,i)> dx, dX2 1 
- (2/h*h2){f(sY t)-f(xli, x2i)) 
{fh ~2) -fx,i, ~28 dxl dx, 
I 
+ {fts, t, -f(xli, x2il>2, 
so that the bias over one rectangle is 
(~(XIY x~)-f(x~i~ -Gi)> dx, dx2 1 
(f(s, t) -f(x,i, x2i)> ds dt 1 
{f(s, t) -.f(Xli* x,i)>” d dt 
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1 
2 
{f(X,, X2) -f(X,i, x2)} dx, dx2 
Ctxl -x~i){af~a)laxl} 
+ (~2 - xzi) f 8f(b),‘% > 3 2 dxl dx, 
-(l/h,&) jz+,, 
( 1 
xE+h’ C(xI-x,,)(~f(a)lq 
XI, 
+ (x~-XZ){~S(~)/~X~)I dx, dx2 -7 
) 
where cz = (Xii + 5(x1 - XI,), x2i -I- ~(xZ - X2i)) and b = (Xii + C(X~ - xii), 
x,i + 5(x2 - xzi)) and where 0 < C-C 1, by the mean value theorem. Let 
<,, = xii + 5(x1 - xii) and <,, = xii + 5(x, - xzi)* Then the above becomes 
+2(x~~X~i)(X2~x2i){~f(~ij)l~x~}{a~(~~)lax2) 
+ (x2 - x2d2 Wlt,)/~~,>~ dx, dx2 
+ (x2 - ~2i)WX,)l~x2 f 1 dxl dx, 
= (df(~,,),‘iY~,)‘j~+~~ jI;‘+h’ (x1 -xlJ2dx, dx2 
(XI -x11)(x2 -+i) dx, dx2 
+ @f(t,,)/axz) /xT+h2 /I:,+” (x2-xzi) dx, dx212 
by the integral form of the mean value theorem, where each Sijk, k = 1, . . . . 6, 
is a particular value of <,,,,x2 for some x, and some x2 and where 
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x, -xlj>O, x,-x~~>O, since x,E(x~~,x,, +h,], x~E(x~,, x2, +hz]. The 
above then becomes 
@!-~5,,)/Jx,)‘h:W ++tfG,2Y~x, HJf(t,3Wx2) h:h:/4 
+ {J~(~,,)/Jx,)~ h&/3 - (llh,h,)C(Jf(r,,,lJx,) h:h,P 
+ WKjdl~x2> h&V* 
= (h:h2/3){Jf(~~l)lJx,}2+ (h:h:/2){Jf(r,,)lJx,)(Jf(~,,)/Jx,) 
+ (hlh:/3){Jf(5,,)lJx,)‘- (llh,h,)(hth:/4)Ch,(Jf(r,,)lJxl) 
+ lh, Ct-(&JP412 
= (h:h,/3){Jf(5,,)lJx,)Z 
+ (h:%lWV-(~vJIJx~ lWl4’ijJlJxz) 
+ (h,h:/3)(Jf(rij4)/Jx*)‘- (h,h,/4)Ch:{Jf(~,,)/Jx, >‘I 
- (hlh2/4)(2hlh,)(Jf(5,,)/ax,)(afo/ax,} 
- h W) h:W-(~,dlJxd* 
= (h:h,/3){JS(5,,)/Jxl>2 f (h:h:/2)(Jf(~ijz)/Jx,} @f(~iJl~~2~ 
+ (h,h:/3)(Jflrij4)/Jxz)*- (h:h,/4)(Jf(r,js)lJxw, 1’ 
- (h:h:/2)(Jf(5,5)lwJx,}{Jf(5,,)lJx,) 
- (h,h:/4)(Jf(5iis)lJx,)’ 
=h,h,C(h:/3)(Jf(5,,)lJx, >‘- (h:/4W(tijJJx, >‘I 
+ h,h,(h, W){Jf(tii,YJx, } W-(~u3Y~x2~ 
-h,h,C(h,h2/2)(~S(5,~)l~x,}(~f(t,,)l~x2)1 
+h,h,C(h:/3)(Jf(5,,)lJx,}2- (h:/4)(af(r,is)/ax,)*l, 
so that 
CD m 
s I Bias*{&, , x2)> --m --oo 
=j=fm j?, h,h,C(h:/3){Jf(S,,)lJx,)* - U+WV-(5,dlJx, >‘I 
+ f f h,h,C(h,h,/2)~~f(~,,)/~x,~~~f(5,i,)l~~,}l 
j=-m i=-m 
- (h,hz/2){Jf(~,~)/Jx,}(Jf(5iis)/Jx2} 
+ f? f h,h,C(h:/3)(JS(r,,)/Jx,)‘- (h:/4)(aS(5,6)/axz)*l. 
j=-m i=-m 
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As n + 00 and h,, h2 + 0, we have by the Riemann integrability of partial 
derivatives: 
Bias’ = (12)-l h#j-/ax,)* 
+jm jm (12)-l /@j-/ax,)? 
-cc -cc 
Thus the integrated mean squared error becomes 
IMSE= j:a jm U-C x1, x,)/nhlh*+(12)-‘h:(aflax,)* 
--oo 
+ (12)-l h:(iTj-/iTx,)*) dx, dx, + o(h;) + a@;) + 0(1/n). 
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